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on Bonds Issued by Financial Institutions: 1983-2004

This Special Comment presents Moody’s first analysis of financial institutions’ bond rating transitions, bond defaults,

and defaulted bond recoveries. 
We find that:

• Financial institutions carry significantly higher average bond ratings and, not surprisingly, exhibit signifi-
cantly lower default rates than do non-financial corporations (“corporates”).

• Among issuers rated single A and above (roughly 75% of all financial institutions), the default rates of finan-
cial institutions and corporates have been very similar. However, among issuers rated Baa and below, default
rates have been lower for financial institutions than for similarly rated corporates.

• On average, recovery rates on defaulted senior unsecured bonds issued by financial institutions have been
similar to those issued by corporates. 

• Moody’s financial institution ratings have been highly successful in discriminating defaulters from non-
defaulters.  Financial institutions within the lowest 10% group of all ratings have accounted for over 95% of
all subsequent financial institution defaults within one year.  By contrast, the bottom 10% of all corporate
ratings have accounted for only 65% of all corporate defaults within one year.

• Financial institutions are less likely than corporates to become fallen angels, i.e., within each investment-
grade rating category, financial institution ratings are less likely to migrate to speculative-grade ratings.
Moreover, financial institution fallen angels are more likely than corporate fallen angels to become rising
stars (return to investment grade) and less likely to ultimately default.

• In summary, financial institutions have historically had similar, if not safer, credit risk profiles than simi-
larly rated corporates.

• Credit spreads do not suggest that the market perceives significant differences in credit risk between simi-
larly rated financial institutions and corporates.  Credit default swap spreads on investment-grade financial
institutions are, on average, wider for investment-grade financial institutions than for corporates.  Results
based on option-adjusted spreads on US financial institutions and corporate bonds are more mixed, with
financial institutions spreads wider in some rating categories and narrower in others.  These findings sug-
gest that either markets do not expect the historical differences in credit performance to continue, or that
wider spreads are required for financial institutions for non-credit risk reasons, such as differences in liquid-
ity risk or correlations with market risk factors.

Default Rates for Financials are Lower, but Credit Spreads for Financials Are Not
Ratio of Financial Institution 5-Year Default 
Rate to CorporateDefault Rate: 1983-2005

Ratio of Financial Institution Credit Spreads to 
Corporates as Credit Spreads as of October 2005
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Introduction

This report is the first comprehensive analytical study of long-term bond ratings of Moody’s-rated financial institu-
tions. We analyze bond rating migrations, defaults, recovery rates, and accuracy ratios for financial institutions.
Throughout the discussion we provide comparable statistics for non-financial corporations.  We conclude with some
observations about the market’s view of the relatively riskiness of financial institutions and corporate issuers, as inferred
from credit default swap (CDS) spreads and option adjusted spreads (OAS).

Data And Definitions

The time period of the analysis is the last 22-years (1983-2004), during which the number of financial institutions with
bond ratings grew from roughly 150 to 1800, providing a large enough sample to perform a robust analysis.  The basic
unit of study is the issuers’ bond rating histories and instances of default.1  While financial institutions often have other
ratings and default on other obligations (e.g., deposits, preferred stock, and insurance policy claims), our analysis
focuses exclusively on bond ratings as this facilitates direct comparisons with the performance of ratings on bonds
issued by non-financial corporations.  Throughout the remainder of this report, all references to “rated financial insti-
tutions” refer only to financial institutions with Moody’s bond ratings.  Other rated financial institutions (which may
have deposit, preferred stock, or insurance financial strength ratings but do not have any bond ratings) are excluded
from this analysis. 
The definition of default for the purpose of this study includes three types of default events:
I. A missed or delayed disbursement of interest and/or principal, including delayed payments made within a

grace period;
II. Filing for bankruptcy, administration, legal receivership, or other legal blocks (perhaps by regulators) to the

timely payment of interest and/or principal; or
III. A distressed exchange occurs where: (i) the issuer offers bondholders a new security or package of securities

that amount to a diminished financial obligation (such as preferred or common stock, or debt with a lower
coupon or par amount); or (ii) the exchange had the apparent purpose of helping the borrower avoid default. 

This definition is intended to capture those events that change the relationship between the bondholder and bond
issuer from the one which was originally contracted, and which subjects the bondholder to an economic loss. We seek
to identify only those economic losses that are the result of a credit event.2  Technical defaults (covenant violations,
etc.) are not included in Moody’s definition of default.

The recovery rates on defaulted bonds reported in this study are measured by indicative bid prices quoted one
month after default. Price data are derived from various market sources, including Bloomberg, Reuters, and Interac-
tive Data Corporation. The CDS data was provided by Mark-It Group and the OAS data was provided by Lehman
Brothers (www.lehmanlive.com).
For the sake of consistency, defaulted debt volume figures for bond issuers in different countries have been converted
to US dollars from their respective local currencies at the exchange rates prevailing at the time of their defaults.

1. We track each rated issuer within a corporate family because different issuers can carry different ratings and can experience different default 
instances.  When available, an issuer’s senior unsecured rating is used as indicator of the credit quality. Absent such rating, Moody’s infers a 
hypothetical senior unsecured rating from the issuer’s other rated debt obligations.  When an issuer has rated debt obligations outstanding in 
both domestic and foreign currency, the lower of the two actual or inferred senior unsecured ratings is used.  Like most of Moody’s default stud-
ies, the default statistics reported here measure the frequency of issuer defaults, rather than the frequency of issue defaults or share of debt vol-
ume in default.

2. It is important to note that economic losses suffered by bondholders due to changes in market conditions only are not considered defaults. Nor 
are losses due to price changes associated with deterioration in the credit quality of the issuer, as long as the terms of the obligation are being 
met.
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Description Of The Universe Of Financial Institutions With Bond Ratings

The sample of issuers included can be divided into two categories:
1. Financial Institutions, which include:

a. Banks,  bank holding companies, thrifts, and other depository institutions,
b.Insurance companies,
c. Non-bank financial institutions, independent (non-captive) finance companies, and leasing companies.

2. Non-financial corporates (“corporates”), which include all other non-governmental issuers including public
utilities.

GROWTH IN THE NUMBER OF RATED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS OVER TIME
Financial institutions have become a substantial part of the Moody’s-rated universe over time.  From a mere 50 issuers
in 1970 (less than 1% of the total), the number of financial institutions with Moody’s bond ratings grew to 153 in 1983
(the starting date for the analysis in this study) and now stands at roughly 1,800 rated issuers.  Exhibit 1 presents the
distribution of rated financial institution and corporates at various points in time during the analysis period.

In many instances, Moody’s-rated issuers belong to a family of corporate entities. This is especially true for finan-
cial institutions. On a family basis, these 1,800 or so rated financial institutions belong to roughly 700 corporate fami-
lies.  The more than 3,300 rated corporate issuers belong to slightly more than 1,950 families.

Exhibit 1 - Growth of Rated Financial Institutions
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF RATED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Exhibit 2 presents the geographical distribution of financial institution and non-financial corporate issuers with
Moody’s bond ratings as of January 2005. 

Financial institutions with rated bonds are more widely dispersed than are corporates, with only 46% calling the
US their home compared to 60% for the corporates. Over 31% of such financial institutions are located in Europe,
with 7.4% in the UK and 5.1% located in the Netherlands.  By contrast, only 19% of corporates with Moody’s bond
ratings are located in Europe, with just more than 10% located in the UK and the Netherlands.

INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION OF RATED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Exhibit 3 presents the distribution of the Moody’s-rated financial institutions across industries.  The largest number of
issuers (roughly 55%) is in the banking sector, followed by insurance (over 26%), finance and financial services,
REITS, and others.

Exhibit 2 - Geographical Distribution of Financial Institutions with Rated Bonds as of 
January 2005
 Financial Institutions Corporates

Number of
Issuers Share of Total

Number of
Issuers Share of Total

Asia and the Pacific Region
  Australia and New Zealand 65 3.6% 63 1.9%
  Japan 64 3.6% 193 5.8%
  Others 89 5.0% 69 2.1%
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa
  France 37 2.1% 47 1.4%
  Germany 61 3.4% 54 1.6%
  Netherlands 91 5.1% 137 4.1%
  United Kingdom 133 7.4% 202 6.1%
  Others 228 12.7% 184 5.5%
North America 
  United States 836 46.6% 2091 62.8%
  Canada 35 2.0% 156 4.7%
  Bermuda, Cayman and Virgin Islands 117 6.5% 48 1.4%
Latin America 
  Argentina 5 0.3% 11 0.3%
  Brazil 21 1.2% 26 0.8%
  Mexico 5 0.3% 25 0.8%
  Others 7 0.4% 23 0.7%
Total as of January 2005 1794 100% 3329 100%

Exhibit 3 - Industry Distribution of Financial 
Institutions with Rated Bonds as of January 2005

Industry 
Number of

Issuers
Percentage

of Total
Banking 976 54.5%
Insurance 471 26.2%
Finance and financial services 
companies 149 8.3%
Real Estate Finance and REITS 114 6.3%
Securities firms 41 2.3%
Thrifts 26 1.4%
Leasing 11 0.6%
Other 6 0.3%
All financial institutions 1794 100.0%
Moody’s Special Comment 5



RATINGS DISTRIBUTIONS OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND CORPORATES
As shown in Exhibit 4, financial institutions are much less likely to be rated speculative grade than corporates are, and
the speculative-grade share of financial institutions has recently been falling, while the share among corporates has
been rising.

Not unexpectedly, financial institutions are more highly rated than corporates on average.  Most financial institu-
tions are banks or insurance companies, whose business viability is most likely dependent on their financial strength as
perceived by their customers. Federal and state regulatory oversight also requires banks and insurance companies to
maintain certain financial strength resulting in higher ratings. 
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Characteristics Of Financial Institutions That Defaulted On Bonds

In the following sections, we provide a broad summary of the characteristics of the sixty-eight financial institutions
that defaulted on rated bonds between 1983 and 2004.  

DISTRIBUTION OF DEFAULTS BY DEFAULT TYPE
In Exhibit 6 we present the distribution of financial institution and corporate bond defaults by default type. We find
that financial institutions and corporates had a very similar mix of initial default events.  Missed payment (interest,
principal or both) was the most common for both. Fifty-nine percent of defaulting financial institutions missed pay-
ments; for corporates the number was very similar at 57%.  Bankruptcy filing was the second most common default
event for both financial institutions and corporates, followed by distressed exchanges.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION DEFAULTS
In Exhibit 7 we present the distribution of financial institution bond defaults by domicile.  Most of the defaulting issu-
ers were in the United States (53 out of 68), followed by Argentina and China (3 out of 68, each). 3

DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTION DEFAULTS BY INDUSTRY
Exhibit 8 presents the distribution of defaults by industry.4 Banks and bank holding companies had the largest number
of defaults (32% of total defaults), which is not surprising as they represented over 50% of the total sample as of Jan
2005. Eighteen percent of the defaults were in the insurance industry of rated issuers as of 2005, roughly comparable
to their share of rated issuers.  Financial services firms contributed over 20% of the defaults, a number out of propor-
tion with their share of rated issues as of January 2005.  Real estate finance companies (also known as mortgage finance
companies) and REITS also constituted a disproportionately large share of defaults – 16.4% of the defaults versus only
6.3% of all rated issuers.  However, this finding is not surprising since these two sectors generally carry lower than
average ratings compared to other financial institutions.  Roughly 80% of issuers in these two categories were rated
Baa and below in 2005, with 21% rated speculative grade. By comparison, as stated earlier, over 75% of all financial
institutions are rated single-A or higher.   

Exhibit 6 - Distribution of Bond Defaults by Initial Default Event Type
 Financial Institutions Corporates

 Number Share Number Share
Missed interest and/or principal payment 40 58.8% 605 57.3%
Bankruptcy 16 23.5% 268 25.4%
Distressed exchange 6 8.8% 106 10.0%
Regulator seizure 4 5.9% 6 0.6%
Grace period default 2 2.9% 41 3.9%
Others 0 0.0% 29 2.7%
Total 68 100.0% 1055 100.0%

3. As the focus of this study is on bond defaults, several well known defaults are excluded from the study as they did not default on their bonds. For 
example, Yamaichi Securities, a securities firm was ‘liquidated’ and no bondholder lost money.

4.    The default of Refco Limited – a US securities/commodities brokerage firm – is not included in this study because it defaulted in October 2005, 
which is outside the time period used for this study.  It was assigned an initial rating of B1 in August 2004.

Exhibit 7 - Financial Institution Bond Defaults by Geography
Country Number of Defaults Share of Defaults
United States 53 77.9%
Argentina 3 4.4%
China 3 4.4%
New Zealand 2 2.9%
Russia 2 2.9%
Uruguay 2 2.9%
Canada 1 1.5%
Cayman Islands 1 1.5%
United Kingdom 1 1.5%
Total 68 100.0%
Moody’s Special Comment 7



All bond defaults by the thrifts happened in the 5-year period from 1989 to 1993 during the “savings and loans cri-
sis” when many thrift institutions were seized by Office of Thrift Supervision and/or Resolution Trust Corporation, an
entity created by the US federal government to manage the crisis. Since that time, Moody’s has not recorded any bond
defaults by a Moody’s rated thrift institution.

DEFAULTED BOND RECOVERY RATES
Consistent with Moody’s practice in its annual corporate bond default study, we estimate recovery rates using 30-day
post-default bid prices on defaulted bonds.5   Exhibit 9 presents average, issuer–weighted average recovery rates by
security class.  (For example, if an issuer defaulted on three unsecured bonds, the average of the three bond prices is
one observation.)  The number of observations for defaulted financial institutions is rather small, approximately 70,6
compared to the number of observations for defaulted corporates, where the number of observations is over 1,100. 

Because the numbers of observations for other security classes are very small, only unsecured bond statistics pro-
vide meaningful comparisons between financial institutions and corporates.  The average, issuer-weighted, recovery
rates for senior unsecured bonds are roughly similar, 37.1% for financial institutions and 34.8% for corporates.
Despite small number of observations, declining average recovery prices with decline in seniority are consistent with
absolute priority-based rank ordering of recovery rates. 

5.    lease see Moody’s Special Comment, Default & Recovery Rates of Corporate Bonds Issuers 1920-2004, February 2005, for a discussion about the use of such 
prices.

6.    Not included in the sample are bonds of Refco Limited (see footnote 7) that were trading at 78.5% of the face value. Including these bonds would increase the mean 
recovery rate to almost 39% for senior unsecured bonds for financial institutions.

Exhibit 8 - Distribution of Financial Institutions Defaults by Industry

Industry
Number of

Defaults
Share of
Defaults

Share of Rated Issuers
as of Jan 2005

Banking 22 32.4% 54.5%
Finance and Financial Services 14 20.6% 8.3%
Insurance 12 17.6% 26.2%
Real Estate Finance and REITS 11 16.2% 6.3%
Thrifts 7 10.3% 1.4%
Leasing 2 2.9% 0.6%
 All 68 100.0%

Exhibit 9 - Defaulted Bond Recovery Rates
Seniority Recovery Rates

Financial Institutions Corporates
Mean Median Std N Mean Median Std N

Bonds
   - Sr. Secured NA NA NA NA 51.2 49.4 28.4 148
  - Sr. Unsecured 37.1 34.5 22.4 32 34.8 28.6 25.8 412
  - Sr. Sub. 35.1 35.6 30.4 9 31.4 25.3 23.4 323
  - Sub. 21.8 11.5 26.3 21 32.9 29.0 23.3 209
  - Jr. Sub. 16.2 16.2 NA 1 21.5 15.3 17.0 17
All Bonds 31.3 25.0 25.1 63 35.4 29.5 25.7 1109
Preferred Stock 6.2 6.8 4.0 9 8.3 6.1 7.6 54
All 30.5 24.8 26.1 72 34.2 28.7 23.8 1163
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Multi-Year Cumulative Default Rates

Exhibit 10 presents multi-year cumulative default rates for both the financial institutions and corporates.7  The
Appendix describes the methodology for estimating cumulative default rates in detail.

Among issuers rated investment grade, the default rates for the Aa and A rating categories are fairly similar for
financial institutions and corporates across various horizons. For example, the 5-year default rate for financial institu-
tions rated A (A1, A2, or A3) is 0.63% compared to 0.50% for similarly rated corporates.

Default rates for financial institutions rated Baa or lower tend to be lower than the default rates for similarly rated
corporates.  For example, the 10-year default rate for financial institutions rated Baa is 3.72% compared to 5.01% for
Baa-rated corporates. The difference may seem very large (50% higher default rate for corporates rated Baa versus finan-
cial institutions rated Baa), but the number of Baa-rated financial institutions over the sample period is so small that only
three more defaults among Baa-rated financial institutions would have made the two default rates comparable.8

For the speculative-grade issuers, the default rates at every time-horizon are higher for corporate issuers than for
financial institutions. However, the number of speculative-grade financial institutions is very small – about 7.5% of all
issuers – compared to roughly 50% for corporate issuers – which renders the comparison less meaningful. Addition-
ally, most of the speculative-grade financial institutions do not start out as speculative-grade issuers, but rather as
investment-grade, and fall into the speculative-grade category.  While corporates – when downgraded to speculative-
grade – can and often do continue as going concerns, financial institutions facing similar downgrades often can no
longer continue their basic operations or act as independent entities due to business or regulatory requirements.
Downgraded financial institutions often, therefore, become acquisition targets, which if acquired become less likely to
default.

7     The analysis begins with cohorts of all issuers holding a given estimated senior rating at the start of a given year. The cohorts are dynamic as they change based on 
whether these issuers leave the cohort due to default or non credit-related reasons (e.g., maturing of debt). The dynamic nature of cohorts allows for the estimation of 
cumulative default risk over multi-year horizons. It also allows for the comparison and averaging of default rates over different periods. By forming and tracking such 
cohorts of all Moody's-rated issuers with debt outstanding as of January 1 of each year, we replicate the experience of a portfolio of both seasoned and new-issue 
bonds purchased in a given year. Please see Appendix for a more extensive discussion of the methodology.

8.    Macro-economic shocks and sectoral differences make it extremely difficult to perform a statistically robust test for differences in default rates for financial institutions 
and corporates for various rating categories. For a detailed discussion on this topic, please see Cantor, Richard and Eric Falkenstein, “Testing for Rating Consistency 
in Annual Default Rates” Journal of Fixed Income, September 2001.

 Exhibit 10 - Cumulative Default Rates for Financial Institutions and Corporates
Financial Institutions 
 Rating Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
Aaa 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Aa 0.03% 0.05% 0.09% 0.14% 0.22% 0.35% 0.39% 0.39% 0.39% 0.39%
A 0.00% 0.08% 0.22% 0.43% 0.63% 0.80% 0.90% 0.99% 1.04% 1.04%
Baa 0.16% 0.53% 0.96% 1.43% 1.86% 2.10% 2.40% 2.78% 3.29% 3.72%
Ba 0.60% 1.92% 3.71% 5.49% 7.06% 8.30% 9.51% 10.60% 11.64% 12.52%
B 2.91% 6.04% 7.84% 9.71% 10.83% 13.15% 15.38% 17.88% 20.32% 22.21%
Caa-C 14.24% 18.46% 20.55% 21.88% 23.67% 26.92% 26.92% 26.92% 26.92% 26.92%
Investment Grade 0.04% 0.13% 0.27% 0.43% 0.58% 0.71% 0.78% 0.82% 0.87% 0.90%
Speculative Grade 2.15% 3.98% 5.65% 7.32% 8.65% 10.05% 11.14% 12.31% 13.44% 14.18%
All 0.31% 0.60% 0.88% 1.17% 1.39% 1.53% 1.56% 1.59% 1.62% 1.65%

Corporates
Rating Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
Aaa 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.11% 0.35% 0.49% 0.63% 0.79% 0.79% 0.79%
Aa 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.14% 0.20% 0.24% 0.27% 0.32% 0.37% 0.48%
A 0.03% 0.10% 0.25% 0.38% 0.50% 0.65% 0.84% 1.07% 1.30% 1.48%
Baa 0.21% 0.58% 1.00% 1.64% 2.27% 2.95% 3.57% 4.08% 4.50% 5.01%
Ba 1.21% 3.68% 6.46% 9.25% 11.70% 14.12% 16.18% 18.24% 20.10% 21.65%
B 5.60% 12.85% 19.77% 25.89% 31.47% 36.46% 41.38% 45.34% 48.76% 51.63%
Caa-C 22.15% 36.36% 48.29% 57.07% 63.36% 68.78% 72.90% 77.92% 81.93% 84.94%
Investment  Grade 0.10% 0.28% 0.51% 0.83% 1.12% 1.41% 1.71% 1.98% 2.22% 2.47%
Speculative Grade 5.52% 11.41% 16.94% 21.75% 25.88% 29.47% 32.69% 35.44% 37.76% 39.61%
All 2.33% 4.77% 7.00% 8.92% 10.49% 11.80% 12.91% 13.83% 14.57% 15.18%
Moody’s Special Comment 9
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Fallen Angels:  Transitions From Investment-Grade To Speculative Grade

Exhibit 11 compares the experience of financial institution and corporate fallen angels, focusing both on the frequency
of downgrade to speculative-grade and the average amount of time it takes to migrate to speculative-grade.   Of the
2,500 or so financial institutions that were initially assigned investment-grade ratings during the analysis period, about
230 issuers (9.3% of the total) were at some point downgraded to speculative grade. The mean time for migration to
speculative-grade for these issuers was 4.6 years, with a median of 6.2 years.  Not surprisingly, a larger percentage (over
23%) of the Baa-rated issuers was downgraded to speculative grade than the other investment-grade rating categories,
and it took Baa issuers only an average of 3.3 years to move to the fallen angel status. 

Among corporates, the share of issuers that became fallen angels is larger across all rating categories.  Over 3% of
Aaa-rated corporates were eventually downgraded to speculative grade, compared to less than 1% for Aaa-rated finan-
cial institutions.  Similar differences are observed for the Aa, single-A, and Baa rating categories.  In particular, close to
60% of all Baa-rated corporates were eventually downgraded to speculative grade, compared to 24% of all Baa-rated
financial institutions.  The Baa-rated corporates, however, took on average about 1.5 years longer to fall than the Baa-
rated financial institutions before they were downgraded.  

Exhibit 12 presents the weighted-average cumulative transition rates of investment-grade issuers to speculative-
grade (or the fallen angel) status.9  The “fallen angel” rates are fairly similar for Baa-rated financial institutions and cor-
porates, at the 1- through 5–year horizons.  The 1-year fallen angel rate for financial institutions rated Baa is 6.3%,
compared to 5.8% for corporates rated Baa. The rates start to diverge beginning in year 3, but not by much.  At the
end of 10 years, however, only about 23% of all Baa-rated financial institutions were downgraded to speculative grade
compared to about 33% for Baa-rated corporates. About 10 additional financial institutions fallen angels would have
been needed over the 22-year sample period to equate the 10-year Baa “fallen angel” rates for financial institutions
with those for corporates. 

9     These are calculated in the same way we calculate cumulative default rates, except downgrade to speculative-grade, rather than default, is defined to be the terminal 
state.

Exhibit 11 - Fallen Angels
Number of Original 
Issuer Investment -

Grade Ratings 

Issuers that Became 
Fallen Angels

Mean Time to 
Fallen Angel 

Status
 Number Share (in years)

Financial Institutions
Aaa 234 2 0.9% 14
Aa 811 23 2.8% 8.7
A 957 94 9.8% 4.9
Baa 470 112 23.8% 3.3
All 2472 231 9.30% 4.6

Corporates
Aaa 160 5 3.1% 10.6
Aa 549 59 10.7% 11.1
A 1231 231 18.8% 8.4
Baa 1150 676 58.8% 4.8
All 3090 971 31.4% 6.6



Once issuers are downgraded to speculative-grade, they can either default, get upgraded, have their ratings with-
drawn, or remain fallen angels. In Exhibit 13 we present two (out of the four) possible outcomes for the fallen angels –
default or reverting back to investment grade (i.e., becoming a rising star).  About 55% of the financial institutions that
were downgraded to speculative grade were subsequently upgraded to investment grade; whereas, the number for sim-
ilarly situated corporate issuers was about 43%.  The fallen angel default rates were fairly similar too, about 13% for
financial institutions and 15% for corporates.  In summary, the performance of financial institutions that become fallen
angels was modestly better than that for corporate fallen angels.

Other Rating Migrations

Credit rating migration rate matrices present a more complete picture of changes in credit quality over time. Exhibit
14 shows average annual, whole-letter rating migration rates since 1983 for financial institutions and corporates. Each
cell in the matrix is the weighted average fraction of issuers who held a given row’s rating at the beginning of the mea-
surement period and the column rating at the end of the period, including defaults and withdrawn ratings (WRs).10

The weights correspond to the size (number of issuers) of the annual cohort. The largest values in the transition matrix
are along the diagonal, reflecting that the most likely rating for an issuer at the end of a given year is the rating with
which the issuer began the year. For example, a financial institution rated Aaa at the beginning of a given year has
87.8% historical probability of remaining Aaa at the end of the same year. By contrast, those elements that are off the
diagonal reflect transitions to higher (the triangle below the diagonal) or lower (the triangle above the diagonal) rating
categories within one year. For example, a financial institution rated Aa has a historical probability of 6.9% of being
downgraded to an A rating or below at the end of one year and a 0.5% historical probability of being upgraded to Aaa
over the same period. The farther one moves away from the diagonal, the smaller the migration rates, reflecting the
relatively low historical probability of issuers moving across more than one rating category during the course of a year.

10   Ratings are withdrawn when all of an issuer’s debt matures, is called or converted, or is retired through some other orderly market function(such as M&A).  Moody’s 
does not withdraw a rating due to default.

Exhibit 12 - Cumulative Transition Rates to Fallen Angel Status over 1- to 10-Year Horizons
Financial Institutions

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
Aaa 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Aa 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 0.6% 0.9% 1.1% 1.3% 1.7% 2.0% 2.4%
A 0.6% 1.9% 3.1% 4.1% 5.3% 6.3% 7.2% 8.1% 8.8% 9.6%
Baa 6.3% 10.2% 13.2% 15.7% 17.8% 19.8% 21.4% 22.9% 23.1% 23.2%

Corporates
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Aaa 0.1% 0.5% 1.0% 1.2% 1.4% 1.7% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Aa 0.2% 0.6% 1.0% 1.5% 2.2% 3.0% 3.9% 4.7% 5.9% 7.3%
A 0.9% 2.2% 3.8% 5.8% 7.7% 9.5% 11.4% 13.0% 14.6% 16.3%
Baa 5.8% 10.8% 15.2% 18.7% 21.8% 24.5% 26.9% 29.0% 31.2% 33.2%

Exhibit 13 - Share of Fallen Angels That Became Rising Stars or Defaulted
Share of Financial Institution

Fallen Angels
Share of Corporate

Fallen Angels
  That Became Rising Stars 55.2% 43.4%
  That Defaulted 12.5% 15.0%
Moody’s Special Comment 11



Corporates

As shown in the exhibit, on average, one-year rating stability is fairly similar for financial institutions and corporates
for high investment-grade categories. Financial Institutions rated Baa, Ba, B have significantly higher probability of
being upgraded – 10.4% for Baa, 11.7% for Ba issuers, and 11.1% for single-B issuers – than similarly rated corpo-
rates, whose corresponding probabilities are 4% for Baa-rated issuers, 5.3% for Ba-rated issuers and 5.2% for issuers
rated single-B – perhaps reflecting the business and regulatory needs of certain financial institutions to retain strong
investment-grade credit profiles.  Over 66% of the financial institutions rated Caa-C defaulted within one year of
holding the rating compared to 53% for the similarly rated corporate issuers. The difference is mainly an artifact of
very small sample size of financial institutions that receive the rating Caa or C, and possibly due to the fact that for
many financial institutions, Caa-C rating is most likely a terminal stage rating, whereas many corporate issuers con-
tinue as “a going concern” for many years without default because their business can sustain such ratings.

The Accuracy Of Moody’s Ratings As Predictors Of Default

The default rate analysis presented above demonstrates that Moody’s issuer ratings as a whole have been correlated
with subsequent default experience at multiple investment horizons. For both financial institutions and corporate,
default rates rise as one moves down the rating scale.  As discussed in previous Moody’s research, however, cumulative
accuracy profiles (CAPs) and their associated accuracy ratios provide additional meaningful measures of a rating sys-
tem’s success in separating those issuers that are most susceptible to default from those that are least susceptible.11

Exhibits 15 and 16 provide a graphical tool for visualizing the power of ratings to anticipate defaults.  A CAP curve
is constructed by first sorting the Moody’s-rated universe of corporate bond issuers from highest to lowest credit risk
and then plotting the share of defaulters against the sorted universe.  This sorting can be done in two ways. The first
approach, used in Exhibit 15, sorts the rated universe by rating from the lowest (i.e. riskiest Caa-C) rating to the high-
est (default remote Aaa) rating and to calculate the percentage of defaulters whose credit rating is equal to or lower
than that rating. This approach focuses on the share of defaulters that have been assigned ratings at or below various
rating categories. The second approach, which is used in Exhibit 16, more meaningfully measures the ability of the rat-
ings to rank the order of default risk by sorting the population by deciles from lowest to highest credit ratings. The
first decile consists of the 10% of the population with the lowest ratings, and so on. Under either method, an effective
rating system would catch relatively more defaults from the rated population in its lowest (high default risk) categories.
The further the curve bows toward the northwest corner, the greater the fraction of all defaults that carry low ratings.

11     See Measuring the Performance of Moody’s Corporate Bond Ratings,” Moody’s Special Comment, April 2003.

Exhibit 14 - Average One-Year Ratings Transitions of Financial Institutions and Corporates

Financial Institutions To
From Aaa Aa A Baa Ba B Caa-C D WR
Aaa 87.8% 8.7% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.4%
Aa 0.5% 88.6% 6.9% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.9%
A 0.1% 4.4% 86.6% 4.2% 0.4% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 4.1%
Baa 0.2% 0.9% 9.3% 78.6% 4.7% 1.1% 0.1% 0.2% 4.9%
Ba 0.0% 0.1% 1.4% 10.2% 72.6% 6.1% 1.4% 0.8% 7.4%
B 0.0% 0.1% 0.6% 0.8% 11.1% 68.9% 4.6% 2.9% 11.0%
Caa-C 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 5.1% 18.8% 66.1% 9.4%

Corporates To
From Aaa Aa A Baa Ba B Caa-C D WR
Aaa 85.7% 8.3% 1.7% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.3%
Aa 0.9% 85.0% 9.0% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.6%
A 0.0% 1.5% 87.4% 6.1% 0.6% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 4.1%
Baa 0.0% 0.1% 3.9% 85.0% 4.7% 0.9% 0.3% 0.2% 4.8%
Ba 0.0% 0.1% 0.4% 4.8% 75.1% 9.0% 0.7% 1.1% 8.8%
B 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.5% 5.2% 73.0% 5.6% 6.8% 8.6%
Caa-C 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 3.5% 35.9% 53.3% 7.0%
12 Moody’s Special Comment
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In Exhibit 15, the curves for both financial institutions and corporates bow significantly toward the northwest cor-
ner, indicating that Moody’s ratings are powerful signals of default risk. The CAP curve for financial institutions is very
similar to that of corporates in the speculative-grade portion of the rating scale. This implies that a great fraction of
defaulters carried very low ratings within one year of default both for financial institutions and corporates: 85% of
financial institution defaulters carried B1 or lower ratings, compared to about 92% of corporate defaulters.

Exhibit 15 - One-Year-Ahead Cumulative Accuracy Profiles, Financial Institutions 
and Corporates, 1983-2004 - Population Ordered by Moody’s Rating Category
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Exhibit 16 - One-Year-Ahead Cumulative Accuracy Profiles, Financial Institutions 
and Corporates, 1984-2004 - Percent of Population Ordered by Rating Category
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Exhibit 16 shows that, when sorted by risk deciles, Moody’s financial institution ratings have uniformly outper-
formed corporate ratings at predicting default, as nearly 95% of defaults are captured in the first decile for the financial
institutions, compared to a little over 60% for corporates over the same one-year horizon. The greater power of the
financial institution ratings to discriminate default risk follows directly from two features of the data: financial institu-
tion defaulters have had lower average ratings than corporate defaulters prior to default, and non-defaulting financial
institutions have been rated higher on average than non-defaulting corporates.

Option Adjusted Spreads (OAS) And Credit Default Swap (CDS) Spreads For Financial 
Institutions And Corporates

The previous analysis shows that compared to similarly rated corporates, financial institutions have experienced similar
rating changes and lower average default rates.  In this section, we examine bond OAS and CDS spreads to see
whether the markets perceive the credit risks of financial institutions to be different than similarly rated corporates.   If
the market views the credit risks of similarly rated financial institutions and corporates to be equal, then (other things
being equal) the ratio of the credit spreads would be close to 1 or 100%.  If the market views financial institutions as
less risky than similarly rated corporates (as perhaps suggested by the default and loss data), the ratio of their spreads
should be less than 100%.  If financial institutions are assumed to be riskier, then the ratio of their spreads should be
more than 100%.

We find that spreads in the CDS market are generally wider for financial institutions than for corporates, whereas,
spreads in the US bond market are less dissimilar across the two industries, and, if anything, slightly lower for financial
institutions.  Although many market practitioners believe that the CDS market provides a more direct measure of the
market’s perception of relative credit risk than the bond market, it is possible that other non-credit factors are driving
these results.  In any event, there is little evidence that the market assigns systematically lower spreads to financial
institution credit instruments.12

Exhibit 17 presents the time series of the ratio of CDS spreads for financial institutions and corporates over an 18-
month period. Only issuers rated Aa, A, and Baa are shown in the exhibit, as the CDS market is most liquid for invest-
ment-grade names and most of the financial institutions are rated investment grade.13

12   The academic literature has generally found that bond spreads are wider for financial institutions than similarly rated corporates.  See Cantor, R., F. Packer, and K.     
Cole, "Split Ratings and the Pricing of Credit Risk," Journal of Fixed Income, December 1997 and Elton, E., M. Gruber, D. Agrawal, and C. Mann, "Explaining the Rate 
Spread on Corporate Bonds,"  Journal of Finance  56(1), 1991.

13   here are only a handful of Aaa issuers, and the times series of the Aaa ratio is, therefore, very volatile and not meaningful

Exhibit 17 - Ratio of Financial Institution CDS Spreads 
to Similarly Rated Corporate CDS Spreads
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The ratio of CDS spreads for similarly rated issuers suggest that the market views investment-grade financial
institutions as more risky than similarly rated corporates.  CDS spreads for financial institutions have remained about
25% higher than for similarly rated corporates fairly consistently throughout the 18-months of the sample period.  

The data on bond OAS tells a slightly different story. Exhibit 18 presents the times series of the ratio of OAS
spreads for the US financial institutions and US industries for similarly rated issues from 2002 to 2005, as reported in
the Lehman Index. 

Exhibit 18 presents a slightly mixed picture of market’s perception of financial institutions riskiness in comparison
with the corporates’ riskiness. For issuers rated Aa, the market appears to have perceived financial institutions to be
more risky than similarly rated corporates. For issuers rated single-A, the market has historically viewed financial insti-
tutions as more risky but recently prices them as being slightly less risky than corporates.  For issuers rated Baa, the
market has fairly consistently priced financial institutions as being less risky than corporates, consistent with our find-
ings on historical Baa default rates across the two sectors.

There are at least three possible explanations why the CDS market and the bond market (for at least Aa and A
issuers) do not require higher spreads on corporate securities than similarly rated securities of financial institutions.
One, irrespective of the historical default and loss experience, the market may expect that credit losses on financial
institutions will be at least as great as those of similarly rated corporates.  Two, financial institution credit risk may be
more correlated with market risk over the cycle and may therefore require a higher risk premium, even if their
expected credit loss rates are no higher than those of corporates.  This might be the case if financial institution credit-
worthiness is particularly sensitive to market interest rates, corporate profit rates, or consumer bankruptcy rates.
Three, gross exposures to individual financial institutions may be so large that the market requires an additional diver-
sification premium in order to induce investors to hold additional credit positions against those names.

Conclusion

In this Special Comment, we analyze the development, defaults and default rates, recovery rates and other rating metrics
for Moody’s rated financial institutions and compare and contrast them with similar metrics for corporates. 

Financial institutions, on average, are rated higher compared to corporates – over 85% were rated investment
grade in 2005.  In contrast, the share of investment-grade corporates is closer to 50%.  Commensurate with their
higher overall ratings, overall default rates are significantly lower for financial institutions.

For issuers rated Baa and below, financial institution default rates are substantially lower than corporate default
rates for each rating category.  However, fallen angel rates are fairly comparable between the financial institutions and
corporates for the Baa rating category.  Subsequent to being downgrade to speculative-grade, about 12% of financial
institution fallen angels defaulted, while 55% were upgraded to investment grade. The comparable numbers for cor-
porates were 15% and 47% respectively.  We find that recovery rates for senior unsecured bonds (a most representa-

Exhibit 18 - Ratio of Financial Institutions OAS to Similarly Rated Corporate OAS
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tive category of defaulting bonds) of defaulting issuers are roughly the same for both financial institutions and
corporates.

Though default rates for financial institutions are lower across most rating categories – slightly lower for invest-
ment grade issuers and significantly lower for speculative grade – than corporates, investment-grade credit spreads
(both CDS spreads and OAS) are not systematically higher for financial institutions than similarly rated corporates.
This finding suggests either that (1) the market believes that financial institutions will experience relatively more credit
risk going forward, (2) financial institution credit risk is more correlated with non-credit market risk factors that merit
an additional risk premium in spreads, or (3) financial institution credit spreads contain another risk premium, perhaps
reflecting the difficulty in diversifying away some of the large single-name risks in that sector.
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Appendix

APPENDIX I:  LIST OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS THAT DEFAULTED ON RATED BONDS, 1983-2004
Year Name of Defaulting Issuer Country Default Event

1998 Altiva Financial Corporation United States Distressed exchange
1991 AmBase Corporation United States Grace period default
2001 Amresco, Inc. United States Bankruptcy
1990 Balfour Maclaine Corp. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2002 Banco Comercial S.A. Uruguay Missed interest and/or principal payment
2002 Banco de Galicia y Buneos Aries Argentina Missed interest and/or principal payment
1995 Banco Economico S.A., Cayman Islands Branch Cayman Islands Missed interest and/or principal payment
2002 Banco Hipotecario S.A. Argentina Missed interest and/or principal payment
2002 Banco De Montevideo Uruguay Missed interest and/or principal payment
1991 Bank of New England Corporation United States Bankruptcy
1989 Benjamin Franklin Federal Savings Association United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1984 Charter International Finance United States Bankruptcy
1998 Cityscape Financial Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1990 Columbia Savings & Loan Association United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2001 Comdisco, Inc. United States Bankruptcy
2002 Conseco, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2000 ContiFinancial Corporation United States Bankruptcy
1998 CRIIMIE MAE, Inc. United States Bankruptcy
1991 CrossLand Savings, FSB United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2001 Delta Financial Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1989 DFC Financial (Overseas) Ltd. New Zealand Seized by regulators
1989 DFC Overseas Investment Ltd. New Zealand Seized by regulators
1989 Drum Financial Corp. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2003 DVI, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1991 Enstar Group Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2004 Equitable Life Finance plc United Kingdom Distressed exchange
1989 Equitable Lomas Leasing Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1989 Financial Trustco Capital Ltd. Canada Missed interest and/or principal payment
2001 Finova Capital Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2001 Finova Group, Inc. United States Bankruptcy
1991 First Capital Holding Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1987 First City Bancorporation of Texas, Inc. United States Distressed exchange
1991 First Executive Corp. United States Seized by regulators
1988 First Republic Bank Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1999 FIRSTPLUS Financial Group, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2001 Fujian International Trust & Investment Corporation China Missed interest and/or principal payment
1990 Gibraltar Financial Corp. United States Bankruptcy
1990 Gibraltar Savings & Loan Association United States Bankruptcy
1993 Glendale Federal Bank, FSB United States Distressed exchange
1993 Glenfed, Inc. United States Distressed exchange
1991 Great American Bank, a FSB United States Seized by regulators
1998 Guangdong International Trust & Investment Corporation China Missed interest and/or principal payment
1997 Home Holdings, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1992 HomeFed Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2003 HomeGold Financial, Inc. United States Bankruptcy
1988 IFRB Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1988 IFRB Texas Finance N.V. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2001 Imperial Credit Industries, Inc. United States Distressed exchange
1992 Lomas & Nettleton Mortgage Investors United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1989 Lomas Financial Corporation United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1995 Lomas Mortgage USA, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2003 Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1988 MCorp United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1985 Mission Insurance Group, Incorported United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2000 PennCorp Financial Group, Inc. United States Bankruptcy
2000 Reliance Group Holdings, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1999 SBS-Agro Finance B.V. Russia Missed interest and/or principal payment
2002 Scotiabank Quilmes S.A. Argentina Missed interest and/or principal payment
1991 Southeast Banking Corporation United States Bankruptcy
1998 Southern Pacific Funding Corporation United States Bankruptcy
1989 Southmark Corporation United States Bankruptcy
1988 Southwest Bancshares, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1995 Southwestern Life Corporation United States Bankruptcy
1988 Texas American Bancshares, Inc. United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
2000 Tianjin International Trust & Investment Corporation China Grace period default
1988 TPA of America, Incorporated United States Missed interest and/or principal payment
1999 UNEXIM International Finance B.V. Russia Missed interest and/or principal payment
1999 United Companies Financial Corporation United States Bankruptcy
Moody’s Special Comment 17
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APPENDIX II - LIST OF RECOVERY PRICES ON DEFAULTED FINANCIAL INSTITUTION BONDS, 1983-2004

Name of the Defaulting Issuer Seniority 
Mean Recovery Rate for All Bonds 
with Same Seniority

Altiva Financial Corporation Sub. 30.0
Altiva Financial Corporation Sr. Sub. 80.0
AmBase Corporation Sr. Unsecured 69.0
AmBase Corporation Sr. Sub. 80.0
Amresco, Inc. Sr. Sub. 43.6
Balfour Maclaine Corp. Sub. 11.0
Banco Comercial S.A. Sr. Unsecured 35.0
Banco de Galicia y Buneos Aries Sr. Unsecured 20.0
Banco Hipotecario S.A. Sr. Unsecured 25.0
Bank of New England Corporation Sub. 1.6
Bank of New England Corporation Sr. Unsecured 6.4
Benjamin Franklin Federal Savings Association Sr. Sub. 3.0
Cityscape Financial Corporation Sub. 3.5
Cityscape Financial Corporation Sr. Unsecured 45.0
Comdisco, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 85.2
Conseco, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 11.8
ContiFinancial Corporation Sr. Unsecured 12.0
Continental Info. Systems Corp. Sub. 14.5
CRIIMIE MAE, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 42.0
Delta Financial Corporation Sr. Unsecured 41.0
DFC Financial (Overseas) Ltd. Sr. Unsecured 95.4
Drum Financial Corp. Sr. Sub. 35.6
DVI, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 25.0
Equitable Life Finance plc Sub. 98.0
Financial Trustco Capital Ltd. Sub. 3.0
Finova Capital Corporation Sr. Unsecured 83.1
First Capital Holding Corporation Sr. Sub. 6.0
First City Bancorporation of Texas, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 44.0
First RepublicBank Corporation Sub. 19.3
First RepublicBank Corporation Sr. Unsecured 28.8
FIRSTPLUS Financial Group, Inc. Sub. 8.0
Fujian International Trust & Investment Corporation Sr. Unsecured 37.0
Gibraltar Financial Corp. Sub. 4.9
Gibraltar Savings & Loan Association Sub. 1.5
Glendale Federal Bank, FSB Sub. 44.5
Glenfed, Inc. Sub. 38.0
Guangdong International Trust & Investment Corporation Sr. Unsecured 60.1
Home Holdings, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 21.0
IFRB Corporation Sub. 17.5
IFRB Corporation Sr. Unsecured 25.0
Imperial Credit Industries, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 35.5
Lomas & Nettleton Mortgage Investors Sub. 62.0
Lomas Financial Corporation Sr. Unsecured 12.0
Lomas Financial Corporation Sub. 27.4
Lomas Mortgage USA, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 48.0
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company Sub. 11.5
McLean Industries, Inc. Sub. 41.8
MCorp Sub. 22.5
MCorp Sr. Unsecured 32.7
Mission Insurance Group, Incorported Sr. Unsecured 43.3
Southeast Banking Corporation Sub. 2.6
Southeast Banking Corporation Sr. Unsecured 46.0
Southern Pacific Funding Corporation Sub. 1.5
Southern Pacific Funding Corporation Sr. Unsecured 8.5
Southmark Corporation Sub. 8.3
Southmark Corporation Sr. Sub. 13.2
Southmark Corporation Jr. Sub. 16.2
Southmark Corporation Sr. Unsecured 29.9
Southwest Bancshares, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 34.5
Southwestern Life Corporation Sr. Sub. 47.8
Texas American Bancshares, Inc. Sr. Unsecured 14.5
TPA of America, Incorporated Sub. 57.0
UNEXIM International Finance B.V. Sr. Unsecured 20.3
United Companies Financial Corporation Sr. Sub. 7.0
United Companies Financial Corporation Sr. Unsecured 22.5
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APPENDIX III - DEFAULT RATE METHODOLOGY
Moody's employs a dynamic cohort approach to calculating multi-year default rates. A cohort consists of all issuers
holding a given estimated senior rating at the start of a given year.  These issuers are then followed through time, keep-
ing track of when they default or leave the rated universe for non credit-related reasons (e.g., maturing of debt).  Thus,
the cohorts are dynamic and allow the estimation of cumulative default risk over multi-year horizons. This allows for
the comparison and averaging of default rates over different periods.  Also, by forming and tracking cohorts of all
Moody's-rated issuers with debt outstanding as of January 1 of each year, we replicate the experience of a portfolio of
both seasoned and new-issue bonds purchased in a given year.

DYNAMIC COHORT (WR-ADJUSTED) DEFAULT RATES
The cumulative default rate for time horizon T for a cohort formed in year j is calculated 

where di is the marginal default rate in year i. The cumulative default rate gives the probability of defaulting by year T
conditional on having survived to year T.

The marginal default rate in year i for a cohort formed in year j is calculated 

where xi is the number of defaults occurring in year i, nj is the number of issuer outstanding at the start of year i, and
wri is the number of withdrawn ratings that occurred in year i, and i = j.
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